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Labor Code section 1143 requires the Agricultural Labor
Relations Board (ALRB or Board) to report in writing to the
Legislature and to the Governor stating in detail the cases it
has heard, the decisions it has rendered, the names, salaries,
and duties of all employees and officers in the employ or under
the supervision of the Board, and an account of all moneys
(backpay) it has disbursed.

A complete report has been prepared

and sent to the President Pro Tempore of the Senate and the
Speaker of the Assembly.

In addition copies may be obtained from

the Executive Secretary of the Agricultural Labor Relations
Board.
The mission of the Agricultural Labor Relations Act is "to
ensure peace in the fields by guaranteeing justice for all
agricultural employees and stability in agricultural labor
relations." To this end, the Act recognizes the rights of
agricultural employees to form,

join or assist a labor

organization and to engage in other concerted activity for their
mutual aid and protection, provides for secret ballot elections
through which employees may freely choose whether they wish to be
represented by a labor organization, imposes an obligation on the
part of employers to bargain with any labor organization so
chosen, and declares unlawful certain practices which either
interfere with, or are otherwise destructive of, the free
exercise of the rights guaranteed by the Act.
Two Petitions for Certification were filed in 1996-97 and 1
Petition for Decertification.

After investigation, two of the

petitions were dismissed, resulting in one election being held in

2

which the petitioning union was victorious.
filed,

No objections being

the Board issued one certification in 1996-97. In 1997-98,

there were three Petitions for Certification filed and two
Petitions for Decertification.

As the end of June 1998, one

petition had been dismissed, three elections were held and, two
elections had been certified, both resulting in a majority vote
in favor of the petitioning union.
During the 1996-97 fiscal year, 301 unfair labor practice
(ULP) charges were filed with the ALRB. Of the 301 charges, 291
were filed against employers and 10 were filed against labor
organizations. 239 ULP charges were filed during the 1997-98
fiscal year, 219 against employers and 20 against unions.
The General Counsel sent 33 charges to complaint and issued 18
complaints in 1996-97.

In 1997-98, 34 charges went to complaint

and 16 complaints were issued.
The Board issued a total of 15 decisions involving
allegations of ULP's and matters relating to employee
representation during fiscal year 1996-97.

Of the 15 decisions,

14 involved ULP's, and 1 was related to elections.

During the

1997-98 fiscal year, the Board issued 7 decisions, 5 of which
involved ULP allegations, 1 of which involved the dismissal of
election objections, and 1 of which involved alleged violations
of the Board's access regulation.

The Board issued 15 numbered

administrative orders in fiscal year 1996-97, and 15 numbered
administrative orders in fiscal year 1997-98.
During the 1996-97 fiscal year, a total of $720,497 was
distributed to 1252 agricultural employees.
3

During the 1997-98

fiscal year, $568,403 was distributed to 1257 agricultural
employees.
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INTRODUCTION

Labor Code section 1143 requires the Agricultural Labor
Relations Board (ALRB or Board) to report in writing to the
Legislature and to the Governor stating in detail the cases it
has heard, the decisions it has rendered, the names, salaries,
and duties of all employees and officers in the employ or under
the supervision of the Board, and an account of all moneys
(backpay) it has disbursed.
The Annual Report provides the information required by
statute and, in addition, a report on litigation involving the
Board.
A report of the names, salaries, and duties of ALRB
employees has been provided to the Governor, the Speaker of the
Assembly, the President pro Tempore of the Senate, and members of
the Legislature.

Any other readers wishing to know such data are

asked to make a separate request to the Board's Executive
Secretary.
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I

THE AGRICULTURAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD
A.

Mission

Our mission is to assure that the Agricultural Labor
Relations Act (ALRA or Act) is carried out "to ensure

peac~

in

the fields by guaranteeing justice for all agricultural employees
and stability in agricultural labor relations."

The Agricultural

Labor Relations Board (ALRB or Board) is committed to making
California a showcase for the sound and equitable administration
of agricultural labor relations by improving the expeditious
handling of all election and unfair labor practice cases through
rigorous management, assuring accuracy, fairness,
and timeliness.

impartiality

We will continue to improve the predictability

and clarity of application of the law through our decisions,
regulations and manuals.

We will increase public outreach to

inform and educate agricultural employees and employers regarding
the ALRA and recent Board and court decisions, as well as improve
public credibility and assist in the proactive avoidance of
disputes wherever possible.
B.

Administration

The Agricultural Labor Relations Act was enacted in 1975 to
recognize the right of agricultural employees to form,

join or

assist a labor organization in order to improve the terms and
conditions of their employment and the right to engage in other
concerted activity for their mutual aid and protectioni to

5

provide for secret ballot elections through which employees may
freely choose whether they wish to be represented by a labor
organization; to impose an obligation on the part of employers to
bargain with any labor organization so chosen; and to declare
unlawful certain practices which either interfere with, or are
otherwise destructive of, the free exercise of the rights
guaranteed by the Act.
The agency's authority is divided between a Board composed
of five members and a General Counsel, all of whom are appointed
by the Governor and subject to confirmation by the Senate.
Together, they are responsible for the prevention of those
practices which the Act declares to be impediments to the free
exercise of employee rights.

When a charge is filed, the General

Counsel conducts an investigation to determine whether an unfair
labor practice has been committed.

If he believes that there has

been a violation, he issues a complaint.

The Board provides for

a hearing to determine whether a respondent has committed the
unfair labor practice alleged in the complaint.
Under the statute, the Board may delegate, and in practice
hqs delegated, its authority to hear such cases to Administrative
Law Judges (ALJ's) who take evidence and make initial
recommendations in the form of written decisions with respect to
issues of fact or law raised by the parties.
appeal any of the findings,

Any party may

conclusions or recommendations of the

ALJ to the Board, which then reviews the record and issues its
own decision and order in the case.
6

Parties dissatisfied with

the Board's order may petition for review in the Court of Appeal.
Attorneys for the Board defend the decisions rendered by the
Board. If review is not sought or is denied, the Board may seek
enforcement of its order in superior court.
When a final remedial order requires that parties be made
whole for unfair labor practices committed against them, the
Board has followed the practice of the National Labor Relations
Board (NLRB) in holding supplemental proceedings to determine the
amount of liability.

These hearings, called compliance hearings,

are also typically held before ALJ's who write recommended
decisions for review by the Board.

Once again, parties

dissatisfied with the decision and order issued by the Board upon
review of the ALJ's decision may petition for review of the
Board's decision in the Court of Appeal.

If the court denies the

petition for review or orders the Board's order in a compliance
case enforced,

the Board may seek enforcement in superior court.

In addition to the Board's authority to issue decisions in
unfair labor practice cases, the Board, through personnel in
various regional offices, is responsible for conducting elections
to determine whether a majority of the employees of an
agricultural employer wishes to be represented by a labor
organization or, if the employees are already so represented, to
determine whether they wish to continue to be represented by that
labor organization, a rival labor organization or no labor
organization at all.

Chapter 5 of the ALRA empowers the Board to

direct an election provided that Board investigation reveals the
7

existence of a bona fide question concerning such representation.
Because of the seasonal nature of agriculture and the
relatively short periods of peak employment, the Act provides
for a speedy election process, mandating that elections be held
within seven days from the date an election petition is filed,
and within 48 hours after a petition has been filed in the case
of a strike.

Any party believing that an election ought not to

have been conducted, or that it was conducted in an inappropriate
unit, or that misconduct occurred which tended to affect the
outcome of the election, or that the election was otherwise not
fairly conducted, may file objections to the election.

The

objections are reviewed by the Board's Executive Secretary, who
determines whether they establish a prima facie case that the
election should not have been held or that the conduct complained
of affected its outcome.

If such a prima facie case is found, a

hearing is held before an Administrative Law Judge acting in the
capacity of an Investigative Hearing Examiner to determine
whether the Board should refuse to certify the election as a
valid expression of the will of the employees.

The

Investigative Hearing Examiner's conclusions may be appealed to
the Board.

Except in very limited circumstances, court review of

any decision of the Board in representation matters may be had
only in connection with an order in an unfair labor practice case
which is based upon the Board's certification.
In addition to, and as part of the agency's processing of
unfair labor practices, elections and compliance matters, the
8

Executive Secretary and the Board are frequently called upon to
process and decide a variety of motions filed by the parties.
These motions may concern novel legal issues or requests for
reconsideration of prior Board action, as well as more common
requests for continuance of hearings, requests for extensions of
filing deadlines for exceptions and briefs, motions to change the
location of a hearing, requests by the parties to take a case off
calendar because of a proposed settlement agreement, and
approvals of proposed settlements.
The agency also receives frequent requests for information
regarding the ALRA itself, the enforcement procedures used by the
agency to seek compliance with the law, and case processing
statistics.

Such requests are routinely received from the media,

trade associations, growers, unions, parties to particular cases,
the Legislature, other state agencies, colleges and universities,
and sister state agencies considering the enactment of similar
legislation.

C.

Review of Accomplishments and Goals
The greatest challenge facing the Board and the General

Counsel is to perform their functions in a timely manner in the
faee of diminishing resources and a dramatically changing farm
labor environment.

Throughout the past two fiscal years, the

United Farm Workers of America, AFL-CIO, with the assistance of
the AFL-CIO, has engaged in a statewide organizing campaign among
the strawberry workers of California.

During the period covered

by this report, the major impact of this campaign on the workload
9

of the Board has been the variety of "access" issues which have
come before the Board for resolution. Under Board regulations,
labor organizations have the right to take access to an
employer's property for the purpose of communicating with
employees about the benefits of a union.

The Board's regulations

prescribe the times in which access may be taken, the number of
representatives of a labor organization who are entitled to take
access, and the manner in which they may take it.
As a result of the organizing campaign, the Board has
increasingly had to resolve disputes concerning so-called
"excess-access", involving claims that either a union or certain
union organizers have exceeded the restrictions of the Board's
rules. Because access disputes involve the most sensitive
balancing of the employee's organizational rights with the
employer's private property rights, the Board has acted
expeditiously to resolve such disputes.

In Dutra Farms 22 ALRB

No. 5, the Board set out the procedure and standards under which
it would consider employer motions to deny access.

The Board has

made handling of such cases a high priority and has committed
itself to the expeditious handling of all motions to deny access
so that access disputes are not allowed to fester.
In addition to responding to the challenge of resolving
actual disputes, the Board is expanding its outreach and
educational activities in order to keep disputes from arising at
all. With assistance from the Governor's Task Force on Quality
Government, the Board has developed an innovative and exciting
10

approach to educating both farm laborers and growers about their
rights and responsibilities under the Agricultural Labor
Relations Act.

The Board has produced a variety of materials

describing its processes and carefully tailored to both employers
and labor organizations.

These materials have been distributed

by both the Board and the General Counsel to interested parties
during the past two fiscal years.

In addition, the Board is

finishing preparation of informative videos in both English and
Spanish which will describe its procedures and familiarize the
public with Board processes.
E.

Operational Summary for Fiscal Years 1996-97 and 1997-98
1.

Unfair Labor Practices

During the 1996-97 fiscal year, 301 unfair labor practice
(ULP) charges were filed with the ALRB (Chart I) . Of the 301
charges, 291 were filed against employers and 10 were filed
against labor organizations. 239 ULP charges were filed during
the 1997-98 fiscal year, 219 against employers and 20 against
unions.
Chart I: ULP Charges filed

I
I.

Type of Charge

FY 1995-96

FY 1996-97

FY 1997-98

Against Unions

23

10

20

Against Employers

322

291

219

Total

345

301

239
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The General Counsel closed 356 charges in 1996-97 and closed
234 charges in 1997-98 (Chart II).

The General Counsel sent

33 charges to complaint and issued 18 complaints in 1996-97.

In

1997-98, 34 charges went to complaint and 16 complaints were
issued. Other charges closed were due to dismissal, withdrawal or
settlement.

As reflected in Chart III, a significant number of

complaints were settled prior to the issuance of a decision by an
ALJ or the Board.

Chart II: ULP charges closed

I Type

I FY

of Closure

Dismissed

1995-96

I FY

190

I

Withdrawn

I

Into Complaint

Total

I

FY 1997-98

149

I

26
59

I

Settled

1996-97

149

I

166
33

I

16
291

I
I

31
34

8

20

I

I

234

356

Chart III: Disposition of complaints
(Prior to ALJ or Board decision)
Disposition

FY 1995-96

FY 1996-97

FY 1997-98

Withdrawn before
hearing

2

1

4

Settled before
hearing

6

5

3

Settled at hearing

8

7

8

Settled after
hearing

0

1

0

Total

16

14

15
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Administrative Law Judges commenced 9 ULP hearings in 199697 and issued 7 decisions. In the 1997-98 fiscal year, ALJs
commenced 12 ULP hearings and issued four decisions (8 cases
settled at hearing).

(Chart IV.)

Chart IV: Hearings and ALJ Decisions
Hearings and Decisions

FY 1995-96

mP Hearings

17

ULP Decisions

12

2.

I FY

1996-97 1 ]FY 1997-98
9

I

7

I

12

I

4

I

Elections

Two Petitions for Certification were filed in 1996-97 and 1
Petition for Decertification.

After investigation, two of the

petitions were dismissed, resulting in one election being held in
which the petitioning union was victorious.
filed,

No objections being

the Board issued one certification in 1996-97. In 1997-98,

there were three Petitions for Certification filed and two
Petitions for Decertification.

As the end of June 1998, one

petition had been dismissed, three elections were held and, two
elections had been certified, both resulting in a majority vote
in favor of the petitioning union.
Investigative Hearing Examiners (IHE's) commenced four
hearings involving election-related matters in fiscal year 199697, namely, hearings on Motions to Deny Access, and issued 4
decisions.

One election hearing was held in fiscal year 1997-98,

resulting in an IHE decision in which the objections were
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dismissed.

No exceptions to that decision were filed with the

Board, therefore the election was certified.
3.

Board Decisions Issued

The Board issued a total of 15 decisions involving
allegations of ULP's and matters relating to employee
representation during fiscal year 1996-97.

Of the 15 decisions,

14 involved ULP's, and 1 was related to elections.

During the

1997-98 fiscal year, the Board issued 7 decisions, 5 of which
involved ULP allegations, 1 of which involved the dismissal of
election objections, and 1 of which involved alleged violations
of the Board's access regulation.

A summary of each decision is

contained in Attachment B.
4.

Board Orders

The Board issued 15 numbered administrative orders in fiscal
year 1996-97, and 15 numbered administrative orders in fiscal
year 1997-98.

A description of each order is contained in

Attachment C.
5.

Compliance Activity

At the beginning of 1996-97, 44 cases were ready for
compliance action.

This included Board orders and ALJ decisions

which had become final.

Eleven 11 cases were closed in 1996-97,

while in 1997 98 4 cases were closed and 19 were settled.
During the 1996-97 fiscal year, a total of $720,497 was
distributed to 1252 agricultural employees.

14

During the 1997-98

fiscal year, $568,403 was distributed to 1257 agricultural employees.
II

LITIGATION
As has been the pattern in previous years, most Board
decisions are challenged in the courts of appeal through the
filing of petitions for review pursuant to Labor Code section
1160.8.

Defending those decisions continues to comprise a

substantial portion of both the Board's litigation activity and
the Board's overall workload.

The Board must also be prepared at

all times to defend against other types of challenges in both the
state and federal courts in matters involving jurisdiction,
election decisions, and compliance with previous Board orders.
While challenges to the Board's jurisdiction appear to
be waning, as of the end of the 1996-97 fiscal year, there was
one case still pending in the federal courts which implicates
both the allocation of jurisdiction between the ALRB and the
National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) and the relationship of the
state and federal courts.

In January of 1998, the Board received

a favorable ruling in that case from the Ninth Circuit Court of
Appeals and the case is now final
Antonio Barbosa, et al.).

(Olson Farms, Inc. v. J.

The court upheld the validity of a

Board decision covering a period prior to the assertion of
jurisdiction by the NLRB where the employer's operations as found
by the NLRB were different in vital respects from the operations
as reflected in stipulated facts in the ALRB record. The 1996-

15

1997 fiscal year was marked by several attempts by parties to
bypass the statutorily-mandated indirect review process with
regard to the Board's representation decisions.

One such

challenge was a petition filed in the superior court challenging
the Board's certification of an election.

After an adverse

decision from the superior court, the Board successfully obtained
a reversal in the court of appeal and the Supreme Court denied
review.

Several Board decisions involving violations of the

Board's access regulation, as well as a decision in a unit
clarification case, were directly challenged in the courts of
appeal.

In all of the cases, the court of appeal granted the

Board's motion to dismiss because, as argued by the Board, only
final decisions in unfair labor practice cases are subject to
direct challenge in the courts.
Descriptive summaries of cases on the Board's
litigation docket appear in Attachment D.

III
REGULATORY ACTIVITY
On June 20, 1997, the Board announced that it would
undertake a comprehensive review of all of its regulations.
action was taken in voluntary compliance with Executive Order

This

w-

144-97, which requires state agencies to complete a sunset review

16

of their regulations by 1999.2/

Pursuant to the Executive

Order, the Board announced that its review would include:
a) A review of the authority and continued necessity
for and effectiveness of each regulation, along with a
determination to retain, modify, or repeal the
regulation, including development of recommended
legislation if required to implement the determination;
b) An updated estimate of the fiscal and economic impact of
the regulation on all levels of government, consumers, and
the regulated community;
c) Changes to the regulations to consider alternative
approaches that are less intrusive or more cost effective.
The Board held public hearings in early November of 1997 at
various locations throughout the state.

In the Spring of 1998,

the Board held a series of hearings to take expert testimony on
farmworker demographics to aid the Board in evaluating whether it
was necessary to modify its regulation on access by union
organizers.
In June of 1998, the Board completed its sunset review of
regulations by approving numerous proposed changes designed to
clarify ambiguous or confusing regulations, make the regulations
more user friendly, and eliminate provisions that were no longer
necessary.

As of the end of the 1997-98 fiscal year, those

proposals were being readied for submission to the Office of
Administrative Law for publication in the notice register, thus
initiating the formal rulemaking process.

7

Independent bodies such as the Board, while not bound by
the Executive Order, were requested to comply with its
provisions.
17

ATTACHMENT A

PETITION TO CERTIFICATION
AVERAGE DAYS ELAPSED FOR FILINGS PER FISCAL YEAR
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FISCAL YEAR

ATTACHMENT B
DECISIONS ISSUED BY THE BOARD
Fiscal Years 1996-1997

CASE NAME

OPINION NUMBER

S&S RANCH, INC.

22 ALRB No. 7

DOLE FARMING, INC.

22 ALRB No. 8

GARGIULO, INC.

22 ALRB No. 9

NAVARRO FARMS

22 ALRB No. 10

KUSUMOTO FARMS

22 ALRB No. 11

RAMIREZ FARMS

22 ALRB No. 12

W~ERDAM

PACKING COMPANY

22 ALRB No. 13

GOLDEN ACRE FARMS, INC.

22 ALRB No. 14

OCEANVIEW PRODUCE CO./BUD ANTLE, INC.

22 ALRB No. 15

NAVARRO FARMS

23 ALRB No. 1

KUSUMOTO FARMS

23 ALRB No. 2

RAMIREZ FARMS

23 ALRB No. 3

UFW (TRIPLE E PRODUCE CORP.)

23 ALRB No. 4

GARGIULO, INC.

23 ALRB No. 5

TRIPLE E PRODUCE CORP.

(PM)

23 ALRB No. 6

ATTACHMENT B (continued)
DECISIONS ISSUED BY THE BOARD
Fiscal Years 1997-1998

CASE NAME

OPINION NUMBER

GALLO VINEYARDS, INC.

23 ALRB No. 7

TRIPLE E PRODUCE CORP. (CE)

23 ALRB No. 8

MEHL BERRY FARMS

23 ALRB No. 9

GILROY FOODS, INC.

23 ALRB No. 10

DUTRA FARMS

24 ALRB No. 1

WARMERDAM PACKING COMPANY

24 ALRB No. 2

TSUKIJI FARMS

24 ALRB No. 3

CASE SUMMARY

S & S RANCH, INC.
(Javier Hernandez)

22 ALRB No. 7
Case No. 94-CE-98-VI

Background
The complaint alleged that on July 20, 1994, twenty-seven
employees of S & S Ranch, Inc. (S & S or Employer) concertedly
complained about their wages and working conditions and
concertedly engaged in a strike. The complaint further alleged
that the Employer discharged the employees and refused to
reinstate them immediately upon their unconditional offers to
return to work, in violation of section 1153(a) of the
Agricultural Labor Relations Act (ALRA). In its answer to the
complaint, the Employer contended the employees were not
discharged and were reinstated as soon as they offered to return.
ALJ Decision
The ALJ rejected the workers' contention that they had been
discharged by the Employer, and concluded that they were economic
strikers. However, she found that the Employer had violated
section 1153(a) of the ALRA by refusing to reinstate the striking
employees when they unconditionally offered to return to work.
She found that three of the employees made an unconditional offer
to return to work on behalf of all the strikers when they met
with Employer representative Teresa Blanco. The ALJ further
found that Blanco's response, according to the credited testimony
of the employees, i.e., that there were not enough jobs available
for all the returning strikers, did not meet the Employer's legal
obligation to make an unconditional offer of reinstatement.
Board Decision
The Board affirmed the ALJ's findings that the strikers were not
fired, but were economic strikers who were entitled to immediate
reinstatement because they had made an unconditional offer to
return to work. However, the Board found no violation because it
concluded that the evidence was insufficient to show that the
Employer failed or refused to reinstate the strikers. Citing the
standard whereby it may overrule an ALJ's credibility resolutions
which are not demeanor-based where they conflict with well
supported inferences from the record considered as a whole, the
Board concluded that in light of all the evidence, Blanco's
version of the conversation, in which she claims to have merely
told the employees that she did not hire them and they would have
to go see their foreman about reinstatement, was more plausible.
Finding that a nearly identical response to an offer to return to
work has been considered legally adequate by the National Labor
Relations Board in S & F Enterprises, Inc. (1993) 312 NLRB 770,
the Board dismissed the complaint.

Dissent
Member Ramos Richardson would have affirmed the ALJ's finding of
a violation, as she believed the ALJ's findings and conclusions
to be well supported by the record evidence. She found no basis
for overruling the ALJ's credibility resolutions. On the
contrary, she would have concluded that the ALJ's construction of
the events leading to the Employer's failure to offer immediate
reinstatement to the striking employees was the only construction
that logically comported with the three employees' behavior
following their conversation with Teresa Blanco.

* * *
This Case Summary is furnished for information only and is not an
official statement of the case, or of the ALRB.

* * *

CASE SUMMARY
Case No. 94-CE-34-VI
22 ALRB No. 8

Dole Farming, Inc., dba
Dole Farming Co.
(UFW)

Background
On March 27, ~996, Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) Barbara D.
Moore issued a decision, in which she found that Dole Farming,
Inc. (Employer) violated section ~~53(a) of the Agricultural
Labor Relations Act by discharging ~8 of its employees because
they engaged in a concerted refusal to work in support of demands
regarding terms and conditions of employment. The ALJ found that
statements and conduct of the Employer led the employees to
reasonably believe that they had been fired, and that they
therefore did not voluntarily quit their employment as argued by
the Employer . . The Employer timely filed exceptions to the ALJ's
decision and the General Counsel filed a brief in response.
Board Decision
The Board summarily affirmed the ALJ's decision, but modified the
remedy to clarify that the mailing, reading, and posting
requirements apply only to the Employer's operations at Rancho
Lorna. The Board also noted that this case, while it presented a
close factual question, was controlled by binding precedent of
the National Labor Relations Board, which holds that, in
determining whether or not a striker has been discharged, the
test to be used is whether the words or conduct of the Employer
reasonably led the strikers to believe they were discharged and
that the employer has the burden of resolving any ambiguity
created by its conduct.
In addition, the Board rejected the
Employer's claims of denial of due process, declining to
reexamine the rule of Giumarra Vineyards Corp. (~977) 3 ALRB
No. 21, which protects the confidentiality of worker witnesses
until after they have testified, and finding no prejudice from an
immaterial variance between testimony and the summary of facts
contained in the Prehearing Conference Order or from the General
Counsel's failure to indicate until several weeks before the
hearing that it intended to call as witnesses various managerial
and supervisorial personnel which the Employer had already
included on its list of witnesses. The Board also affirmed the
ALJ's refusal to admit into evidence the entire declarations of
employee witnesses called by the General Counsel.

* * *
This Case Summary is furnished for information only and is not an
official statement of the case, or of the ALRB.

CASE SUMMARY

Gargiulo, Inc.
(UFW)

Case No. 96-PM-2-SAL
22 ALRB No. 9

Background
Gargiulo, Inc. filed a motion to deny access, seeking to have the
United Farm Workers of America AFL-CIO (UFW) and five named
organizers barred from taking access to Gargiulo's operations for
no less than 60 days. Gargiulo alleged that the UFW engaged in
violations of the time and number limitations of the Board's
access regulation as well as in conduct which resulted in damage
to crops and disrupted operations.
Board Decision
Applying the standards set forth in Ranch No. 1, Inc. (1979)
5 ALRB.No. 36 and Dutra Farms (1996) 22 ALRB No. 5, the Board set
for hearing those allegations for which there was sufficient
declaratory support to establish (upon proof at hearing) that
there was a violation of the access rules warranting the denial
of access, i.e., one which involved (1) significant disruption of
agricultural operations, (2) intentional harassment of an
employer or employees, or (3) intentional or reckless disregard
of the rules. The Board explained that it will not assume that
missing factual elements which are not addressed in the
declarations will be furnished at hearing.
The Board set for hearing allegations that a UFW organizer showed
an intentional or reckless disregard for the Board's access
regulations by (1) leading a group of supporters onto the
employer's property about an hour and fifteen minutes before the
proper time for access, where the group shouted obscenities at
employees in the field, and the organizer stated that he would
follow any access rules that he chose, and (2) remaining on the
employer's property approximately forty minutes past the proper
time for access and stating that he would decide when it was time
to leave. The Board dismissed all other allegations for failure
to allege various elements of a prima facie case. With regard to
these allegations, the declarations either did not provide any
basis for concluding that the conduct was attributable to the
UFW, failed to reflect significant disruption, failed to allege
any damage to property, or failed to show that organizers entered
the property with the intent to harass those who did not support
them.
Concurring & Dissenting Opinion
The Chairman differed from his colleagues in the majority only
insofar as he would find the Employer has alleged additional
violations of the access rule which also warrants hearing. He
observed that since the motion to deny access was developed as an

alternative to resolving access disputes through election or
unfair labor practice processes, the Board need not hold parties
to the same standards, but may intervene upon a showing that the
rule it created has been misused. He believes an adequate
showing has been made, particularly since section 20900(b) of the
access regulation obligates the Board to address conduct which
threatens the balance "between the right of unions to access and
the legitimate property and business interests of the employer."

* * *
This Case Summary is furnished for information only and is not an
official statement of the case, or of the ALRB.

CASE SUMMARY

Navarro Farms
(UFW)

Case No. 96-PM-3-SAL
22 ALRB No. Hi

Background
Navarro Farms filed a motion to deny access, seeking to have the
United Farm Workers of America AFL-CIO (UFW) barred from taking
access to Navarro's operations for one year and two named
organizers barred for one year in the ALRB's Salinas region.
Navarro alleges that two UFW organizers took access to Navarro's
operations at Casserly Ranch on July 25, 1996, but rather than
using the time to solicit support for the UFW, the organizers
conducted an inspection of Navarro's toilets and drinking water
and, in talking with employees, posed as inspectors from the
California Occupational Safety and Health Administration (CALOSHA) .
Board Decision
Applying the standards set forth in Ranch No. 1, Inc. (1979)
5 ALRB No. 36 and Dutra Farms (1996) 22 ALRB No. 5, the Board set
the motion for hearing, finding that the supporting declarations
contain sufficient facts to reflect a prima facie case that the
UFW and its organizers exhibited an intentional or reckless
disregard of the access rules. The Board stated .that the alleged
inspection of the property and posing as representatives of a
governmental health and safety agency are not consistent with a
limited right of a labor organization to communicate with and
seek the support of the employees.

* * *
This Case Summary is furnished for information only and is not an
official statement of the case, or of the ALRB.

CASE SUMMARY

22 ALRB No. 11
Case No. 96-PM-4-SAL

Kusumoto Fa::r:ms
(United Farm Workers
of America, AFL-CIO)

Background
The Board's Access Rule grants labor organizations preelection
access to worksites under strict time, manner and procedural
limitations in order to communicate with employees about
.unionization. The rule also provides for ~he filing of motions.to
deny such access by aggrieved agricultural employers who believe
labor organizations and/or their individual agents have violated
the rule when they (1) disrupt operations, (2) engage in
intentional harassment of an employer or employees, or (3)
intentionally or recklessly disregard the rule.
Such a motion was filed by Kusumoto Farms on the grounds that
organizers for the United Farm Workers of America, AFL-CIO (UFW or
Union) , under the guise of taking access for the purpose of
organizing employees, appeared to be primarily interested in
examining the toilet facilities which the Company provides for its
employees. Having completed that task, one organizer attempted to
serve a supervisor with what purported to be a one-page form
supplied by the California Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) on which the organizer noted that the
Employer has failed to post minimum wage information for the
benefit of employees.
It is the Employer's position that the conduct described above is
outside the purposes for which the access rule was adopted and
that the Board should bar both the Union and its individual
organizers from taking access to any agricultural areas within the
coverage of the Board's Salinas regional office for one year.
Board Action
The Board found that the declaratory support provided by the
Employer in support of the motion established sufficient grounds
to at least hold an evidentiary hearing in order to permit the
Employer to prove that the Union and/or its agents engaged in
conduct which warrants a denial of access. Accordingly, the Board
directed that a hearing be held before an Investigative Hearing
Examiner who will issue a recommended ruling which any of the
parties may appeal to the Board.

*

*

*

This Case Summary is furnished for information only and is not an
official statement of the case, or of the ALRB.
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22 ALRB No. 12
Case No. 96-PM-5-SAL

Ramirez Farms
(UFW, Raquel Alarid,
Cesar Sanchez)
Background

Ramirez Farms (Employer) filed a motion to deny access, seeking
to bar the United Farm Workers of America, AFL-CIO (UFW) from
taking access to Ramirez Farms' fields for one year, or for a
sufficient period during peak season to deter such tactics in the
future, and to bar UFW organizers Raquel Alarid and Cesar Sanchez
from taking access in the Salinas region of the Agricultural
Labor Relations Board (ALRB or Board) for one year.
The UFW
filed a response opposing the motion. The Employer alleged in
its motion that two UFW organizers came onto the Employer's
fields on July 26, 1996 during the noon time access period, but
instead of taking access to communicate with employees, came on
the property to inspect the premises, to pose as inspectors from
the California Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(CAL-OSHA), and issue counterfeit CAL-OSHA citations.
Board Decision
The Board found that the motion and supporting declarations were
sufficient to establish a prima facie case that the UFW
organizers showed an intentional and/or reckless disregard for
the Board's access regulation by entering the Employer's property
for the primary purpose of inspecting the property, rather than
communicating with the employees about unionization. Therefore,
the Board set for hearing this portion of the allegations.
In
contrast, the Board observed that the supporting declarations
reflect that the UFW organizers wore badges that clearly
identified themselves as such, and fail to reflect that the
organizers otherwise represented to employees that they were from
CAL-OSHA or some other governmental health and safety agency.
Therefore, the allegation that the organizers posed as CAL-OSHA
agents was dismissed.
Similarly, the Board found that the only
facts contained in the declarations regarding counterfeit
citations, i.e., that the Employer's general manager was handed a
sheet of paper with a list of violations which he refused to
accept, were insufficient to support the allegation in the motion
that the form was in fact a counterfeit citation from CAL-OSHA.
Therefore, this allegation also was dismissed.

* * *
This Case Summary is furnished for information only and is not an
official statement of the case, or of the ALRB.

CASE SUMMARY

Individually
and doing business as

WILLIAM WARHERDAM,

22 ALRB No.

Case No.

1.3

94-CE-~77-VI,

et al.

WARMElmAM l'ACXmG COMPANY.
(UFW)

Backaround
Warmerdam Packing Compa.~y (Respondent) is a grower of a variety
of fr~it crops, including nuts, stone fruits, and apples, on
several parcels in the southern San Joaquin Valley.
In May,
~994, the United Fa=m Workers of America, AFL-CIO (UFW or Union)
began organizing Respondent,s field employees and, on June 9,
~994, filed a petition for an election which was held one week
later, on June ~6.
On August 4, ~994, the Agricultural Labor
Relations Board (ALRB or Board) certified the UFw as the
exclusive representative of all of Respondent's agricultural
employees and the Union immediately invited Respondent to commence negotiations towards a comprehensive collective bargaining
agreement.
In Ja.~uary, 1995, and continuing to the start of the
hearing in this proceeding on October 24, 1995, the parties held
monthly bargaining sessions and exchanged a series of bargaining
proposals including those addressing the hiring of labor contractors to provide temporary employees, but without resolution.
During the month preceding the election, for the first time in
its nearly 30 years of operations, Respondent engaged the
services of a labor contractor to provide temporary employees and
continued this practice following certification. The UFW filed
unfair labor practice charges in which it alleged that the postcertification utilization of the contractors was a change in
established working conditions which required Respondent to
notify and bargain with the Union before implementing such hiring
practices.
Decision of the Administrative Law Judae (ALJ)
The ALJ found that since the post-certification engagement of
labor contractors was consistent with Respondent's precertification use of contract labor, there was no change in
established working conditions. In the event, however, that the
Board should ultimately determine other~ise, the ALJ examined
other defenses which might be available to excuse the hiring of
contractors without first notifying and bargaining with the Union
and found certain defenses that would serve to exonerate
Respondent's actions (for example, he found that the UFW had
notice of Respondent's use of contractors during some point in
the negotiations process, but waived its opportunity to bargain).

W~LL~

w.ARMERDAM, Individually
and doing business as

22 A.t.R:a No. l.3

Case No.

94-CE-~77-V!,

et al.

WA.lU!ERDAM PACX:t:NG COMPANY .
{UFW)

Decision of the
Boardl

Aaric~ltural

Labor Relations Board CALRB or

The Board found that Respondent's single pre-certification hiring
of labor contractors was insufficient to meet the "long-standing
past practice exception" which would have permitted Respondent to
continue to hire labor contractors without prior notification and
bargaining. Moreover, the decision to use labor contractors was
not automatic as it involved considerable discretion. Therefore
the post-certification use of contractors constituted a change in
hiring practices which required Respondent to notify and bargain
with the Union before again hiring contractors. On that basis,
the Board found that Respondent had violated its duty to bargain
with the newly certified Union when it engaged contractors
between November, ~994 and September, 1995. The Board, however,
in agreement with the ALJ, excused the hiring of contractors in
early October, ~994 without prior notification and bargaining on
the grounds of "exigent circumstancesn which required Respondent
to act quickly in order to attempt to overcome unseasonal rains
which threatened an apple harvest.
Remedv
Having found that Respondent engaged in unlawful unilateral
changes in violation of the duty to bargain, the Board invoked
the standard remedy in such cases which will require Respondent,
if the Union so requests, to rescind the change in hiring policy
and negotiate in good faith concerning the hiring of temporary
employees through labor contractors. Respondent was also ordered
to make whole any permanent employees who may have lost work as a
result of the u_~lawful unilateral change in method of hiring.

* * * * * * * *
This Case Summary is furnished for information only and is not an
official statement of the case, or of the ALRB.

CASE SUMMARY
22 ALRB No. ~4
Case No. 95-CE-18-EC

INC.
(Juan Rangel, et al.)

GOLDEN ACRE FARMS ,

ALJ Decision
The ALJ found that the Employer had violated section ~~53(a) of
the ALRA by laying off and then discharging the corn harvest crew
who worked under foreman Magdaleno Lopez because of their
protected concerted activities in protesting wages and engaging
in an economic strike. The ALJ rejected the Employer's proffered
defenses that there was no work available to Lopez's crew and
that some members of the crew should be denied reinstatement
because of misconduct connected to their concerted activities.
Board Decision
The Board affirmed the ALJ's findings of fact and conclusions of
law and adopted his recommended remedy.

* * *
This Case Summary is furnished for information only and is not an
official statement of the case or of the ALRB.

CASE SUMMARY

23 ALRB No.

Navarro Farms
(United Farm Workers
of America, AFL-CIO}

~

Case No. 96-PM-3-SAL

Background
The Agricultural Labor Relations Board (ALRB or Board) developed a
regulation under which labor organizations may take pre-election
access to agricultural employees at their worksite in order to
solicit their support for an ALRB conducted election at which
employees choose whether or not they wish to be represented for
purpose of collective bargaining. Access may be taken under
strict time and manner limitations.
In order to provide for a remedy for alleged violations of the
rule, the Board permits an ,employer to file a motion to deny
access.
Such a motion was filed by Navarro Farms (Employer} in
which it was alleged that organizers for the United Farm Workers
of America, AFL-CIO (UFW or Union} had taken access in order to
inspect certain facilities the Employer provides for employees
(namely portable toilets and drinking water} , rather than for the
primary purpose of communicating with employees.
Determining that the Employer had established a sufficient showing
to warrant further investigation, the Board set the matter for
hearing.
Decision of the Investigative Hearing Examiner.
Following a full evidentiary hearing before an Investigative
Hearing Examiner (IHE} in which all parties participated, and the
submission of post-hearing briefs, the IHE found that, as alleged,
the organizers, acting under direction of the Union, did examine
portable toilets and then handed the Employer a form under the
heading of the California Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) . The organizers had written on the form
what would appear to be a notice of infractions of OSHA
regulations.
He concluded that the conduct was violative of the
access rule.
Decision of the Board
Following the filing of exceptions to the IHE's decision by the
Employer and the Union, the Board decided to affirm the IHE's
decision and to order the UFW to cease and desist from utilizing
the ALRB's access rule for the primary purpose of inspecting
facilities employers provide their employees and then advising
employers when and how they believe the employer have failed to
comply with regulations issued by a different State agency.
The Board also directed that the UFW may not take access to
Navarro's operations for a period of 30 days during the 1997
strawberry harvest season.

*

*

*

*

*

This Case Summary is furnished for information only and is not a
official statement of the case, or of the ALRB.

CASE SUMMARY

Kusumoto Fa::cns

Case No. 96-PM-4-SAL

(United Farm Workers
of America, AFL-CIO)

23 ALRB No. 2

Background
As in Navarro Farms (1997) 23 ALRB No. 1, strawberry grower
Kusumoto Farms (Employer) filed a motion with the Agricultural
Labor Relations Board (ALRB or Board) to deny access to the United
Farm Workers of America, AFL-CIO (UFW or Union) , as well as
individual Union organizers, on the grounds the Board's access
rule was utilized for purposes other than for which the rule was
intended.
Based on the motion and supporting documents, the Board found that
the Employer had made a showing sufficient to warrant a hearing on
the question whether the organizers took worksite access for the
primary purpose of inspecting certain facilities the Employer
provides for employees (namely portable toilets and water) .
Decision of the Investigative Hearing Examiner
Following a full evidentiary hearing before an Investigative
Hearing Examiner (IHE) in which all parties participated, the IHE
found that the UFW had instructed two organizers to utilize the
Board's access rule for the primary purpose of inspecting the
portable toilets and giving a supervisor a "complaint" form under
the printed heading of California Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (Cal-OSHA) on which they had noted what they
believed were infractions of Cal-OSHA regulations.
Decision of the Board
Following the filing of exceptions to the IHE's recommended
decision by all parties, the Board decided to affirm his decision
and to order the UFW to cease and desist from using the Board's
access rule for purposes other than the primary purpose of
communicating with employees and further directed that the UFW may
not take access to Kusumoto's strawberry operations for 30 days
commencing June 1, 1997.

*

*

*

This case summary is furnished fo~ information only and is not
intended to be an official statement of the case or of the ALRB.

CASE SUMMARY

Case No. 96-PM-5-SAL
23 ALRB No. 3

Ramirez Fa:rm.s
(United Farm Workers
of America, AFL-CIO)

Background
As in Navarro Farms (1997) 23 ALRB No. 1 and Kusumoto Farms (1997)
23 ALRB No.2), Ramirez Farms (Employer), also a strawberry grower
in the Watsonville area, sought to have the Agricultural Labor
Relations Board (ALRB or Board) prohibit the United Farm Workers
of America, AFL-CIO (UFW or Union) from taking worksite access to
its premises in order to remedy alleged violations of the Board's
access rule.
Accordingly, the Employer filed a motion to deny access with
supporting declarations sufficient to warrant a hearing on the
question as to whether two named UFW organizers showed an
intentional and/or reckless disregard for the Board's access
regulation by taking access not for the proper purpose of
communicating with employees, but for the primary purpose of
inspecting the Employer's premises and complaining about any
perceived health and safety violations.
Decision of the Investigative Hearing Examiner
Following a full evidentiary hearing, the Investigative Hearing
Examiner .(IHE) found that the Union, as alleged, had authorized
two organizers to utilize the access period to inspect facilities
the Employer provides for employees in violation of the purpose
for which the access rule was created. He also found that one of
the organizers then served the Employer with a list of alleged
deficiencies of regulations of the California Occupational Safety
and Health Administration.
Decision of the Board
Pursuant to the filing of exceptions to the IHE's findings, the
ALRB affirmed the IHE's decision in its entirety and, as a remedy
for the violations of the access rule, ordered the Union to cease
and desist from repeating such conduct and, further, directed that
the UFW may not take access to Ramirez's strawberry operations for
30 days, commencing June 1, 1997.

*

*

*

This case summary is furnished for information only and is not
intended to be an official statement of the case or of the ALRB.

C..~SE

S~.ARY

UNITED FARM WORKERS OF k~ERIC..~,
AFL-CIO (Triple E Prod~ce Corp.)

23 ALRB No. 4
Case No. 94-CL-3-VI, et al.

ALJ Decision
The complaint alleged that the UFW had engaged in postcertification access violations which unlawfully restrained and
coerced employees of Triple E. The ALJ found that although UFW
organizers had on certain occasions entered Triple E's fields in
excessive numbers; entered fields with persons who were not Union
representatives, in some cases giving them badges to wear which
falsely identified them as Union representatives; engaged in
videotaping employees while t.hey were at work without securing
the permission of the employees or of Triple E personnel; and
-used bullhorns to address employees and refused to cease using
bullhorns when Triple E supervisors objected, none of the Union's
conduct was sufficiently egregious to constitute an unfair labor
practice. The ALJ therefore recommended that the complaint be
dismissed.
Board Decision
The Board found that much of the UFW's conduct was o~~ensive and
disrespectful to employees and to the Employer, and that the
Union's videotaping of employees was only tangentially related to
the legitimate purpose of post-certification access--i.e., to
communicate with unit employees about the progress of contract
negotiations and to obtain current information about the
employees' working conditions, as well as their wishes with
respect to contract terms and proposals. However, the Board
affirmed the ALJ's r~ling that the Union's conduct did not amount
to unfair labor practices which unlawfully restrained or coerced
employees in the exercise of their rights under the ALRA.
Therefore, the Board affirmed the ALJ's dismissal of the
complaint in its entirety.

* * *
This Case Summary is furnished for information only and is not an
official statement of the case or of the ALRB.
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Case No. 96-PM-2-SAL
23 ALRB No. 5

Gargiulo, Inc.
(UFW, Efren Barajas)
Background

On January 24, 1997, Investigative Hearing Examiner (IHE) Thomas
Sobel issued a decision in which he found that Efren Barajas, an
organizer for the United Farm Workers of America, AFL-CIO (UFW) ,
led a group of UFW supporters onto the property of Gargiulo, Inc.
(Employer) in numbers in excess of those authorized by regulation
governing organizational access, thus showing an intentional or
reckless disregard for the rules set forth in the regulation.
All other allegations of conduct in violation of the regulation
were dismissed by the IHE. As a remedy for the violation, the
IHE ordered that Efren Barajas be barred from exercising the
right of access provided by the regulation anywhere in the area
covered by the Board's Salinas Regional Office for a period of 60
days, commencing when the UFW next files a Notice of Intent to
Take Access to the property of any agricultural employer located
in that region. Both the Employer and the UFW filed exceptions
to the IHE's decision.
Board Decision
The Board affirmed the IHE's decision, but modified the remedy to
provide a specified period, sixty days beginning June 1, 1997, in
which Barajas is to be barred from taking access within the
Salinas region.
Iri addition, the Board clarified that the
shouting of obscenities in and of itself does not constitute an
independent access violation, and that the evidence in the record
failed to show that such activity disrupted operations.
In
affirming the IHE's conclusion that the Employer failed to prove
the allegations of access violations on June 15, 1996 at Holly
Ranch, the Board relied on a somewhat different analysis. With
regard to the allegation that the UFW organizers remained on the
Employer's property well after the proper end of the access
period, the Board noted that some employees left the fields well
after the time asserted by the Employer and that established
principles allow the access period to be staggered in such
circumstances. With regard to the allegation that Barajas stated
that he would decide when it was time to leave, the Board found
that with the benefit of a full record establishing the context
of the statement and in light of the failure to prove that
Barajas made the more serious statement attributed to him on
June 14, the June 15 statement takes on an innocuous character
that does not reflect an intentional or reckless disregard for
the access rules.

* * *
This Case Summary is furnished for information only and is not an
official statement of the case, or of the ALRB.
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SUMM~Y

Case No. 97-PM-1-VI
23 ALRB No. 6

Triple E Produce Corp.
{United Farm Workers of America,
AFL-CIO)

In United Farm Workers of America, AFL-CIO (Triple E Produce
Corp.) (1997) 23 ALRB No. 4, an unfair labor practice case, the
Board determined that in taking post-certification access to the
Employer's fields, the UFW had entered the fields in excessive
numbers, entered with persons who were not authorized union
representatives, engaged in unauthorized videotaping of
employees, and refused to cease using bullhorns on the Employer's
request. However, concluding that none of the UFW's conduct rose
to a level of restraint and coercion sufficient to constitute an
unfair labor practice, the Board dismissed the complaint in its
entirety.
In the present matter, the Employer filed a petition to bar
access by the UFW and certain named individuals for a period of
one year oh grounds that in taking post-certification access
during the incidents litigated in 23 ALRB No. 4, the Union and
organizers had violated section 20900(e) (5) (A) of the Board's
regulations.
The Board concluded that section 20900 governs only
"organizational" or prepetition access, not post-certification
access (citing L & C Harvesting, Inc. (1993) 19 ALRB No. 19;
D'Arrigo Brothers, Admin. Order No. 91-7; The Herb Farm, Admin.
Order No. 91-5), and that there were no other regulations
governing the conduct of union organizers in taking postcertification access.
Finding that the provisions in section
20900 for remedying violations of that regulation were not
applicable in a case involving post-certification access, the
Board dismissed the petition as raising no legally cognizable
issue.

*

*

*

This Case Summary is furnished for information only and is not an
official statement of the case, or of the ALRB.
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Gallo Vineyards,
(UFW)

23 AL.2.B No. 7
Case No. 95-CE-49-SAL
(2J. ALRB No. 3)

Inc.

Election
Pursuant to a petition for certification filed by the United Farm
Workers of &~erica, AEL-CIO (UFW or Union) on July J.8, J.994, the
Board's Salinas Regional Director conducted an investigation and,
finding that t~e petition raised a valid question concerning
representation, conducted a secret ballot election among the
Sonoma Councy agricul~ural employees of Gallo Vineyards, Inc.
(Employer or Respondent) on July 26, 1994. The tally of ballots
revealed 8J. votes for the UFW, 2J. votes for No Union, and 5
challenged ballots.
Hearinc & Decision ore 3mployer's Ob;ection to

Electio~

Thereafter, the Employer timely filed a single objection to the
election on the basis of section J.J.56.4 of the Agricultural Labor
Relations Act (ALRA or Act) which requires that elections be held
only when the current employee complement, as determined from the
payroll period immediately preceding the filing of the petition,
is no less than 50 percent of the employer's peak employment for
the current calendar year. The Employer contended that it would
not reach peak employment until sometime later in calendar year
l994 and, further, the employee complement in support of the
petition was less than half of its anticipated or prospective
peak.
A full evidentiary hearing was held before an Investigative
Hearing Examiner (IHE) to determine whether, in accordance with
established precedents, the Regional Director's determination that
the petition was filed in accordance with the statutory peak
requirement was reasonable in light of the information available
to him at the time of his investigation.
The IHE found that the Regional Director had acted properly and
recommended to the Board that the election be upheld. The matter
was transferred to the Board after the Employer filed exceptions
to the !HE's decision and the UFW filed a brief in resnonse. On
July 26, l995, the Board issued a decision affirming the !HE's
findings and certifying the UFW as the exclusive representative of
all of the Employer's Sonoma County agricultural employees for
purposes of collective bargaining.

-l-

On July 28, 1995, the Union invited the Employer to commence
Since there is no direct judicial review of
decisions in representation matters, the Employer advised the
Union that it would refuse to bargain in order to perfect a
judicial challenge to the underlying election. Accordingly, the
Union filed an unfair labor practice charge in order to permit
issuance of a final ~~d appealable Board decision based on the
Employer's admitted refusal to bargain and General Counsel filed a
formal complaint based on the charge.
negotiat~ons.

Ernplover's Recourse to Superior Court
Before the matter could reach the Board, and ultimately a court of
appeal, by the normal process (a technical refusal to bargain),
the Employer sought immediate judicial intervention by filing a
writ in the superior court on the grounds that the Board had
violated a clear and unambiguous statutorz provision, thereby
depriving the Employer of due process. In seeking to have the
lower court set aside the election, the Employer asserted that it
would be futile to first exhaust administrative remedies by
awaiting Board action on the matter and, further, the Employer
would suffer irreparable harm if the relief requested was not
immediately available.
On March 4, 1996, the suoerior court found that it had
jurisdiction and granted-the relief requested by the Employer,
including the staying of any further Board proceedings/ thereby
effectively invalidating the election.
Board's Appeal Of Superior Court Decis;on
The Court of Appeal for the Fifth Appellate District reversed the
decision of the superior court, holding that the superior court
was without jurisdiction to interfere with the Board's orderly
processes and direc~ed the court to vacate its order. While not
directly deciding the merits of the Employer's challenge to the
election itself, the aooellate court r~led that the Board had not
violated a "clear and unambiguous" statutory provision, as the .
Employer had asserted/ and that the Board's interpretation of the
disputed statutory language was reasonable, thereby effectively
upholding the election.
Employer's Recocrnition Of Union
On December 20, 1996r shortly following issuance of the decision
of the. court of appeal, the Employer advised the Union that it was
prepared to bargain for the purpose of negotiating a collective
bargaining agreement.
-2-

Board Decision On

Re~usal

To Bargain

After the sunerior court vacated its order, Respondent waived the
holding of
evidentiary hearing on the pending unfair labor
practice charge and agreed to submit the matter directly to the
Board. The only question before the Board was that of an
appropriate remedy for Respondent's admitted failure or refusal to
bargain in good faith in violation of section ~~53(e) and (a) of
the Act. The Board issued the standard remedies applicable to such
cases and, in addition, a majority of the Board awarded the
bargaining makewhole remedy for the period commencing with
Respondent's filing of the superior court action until Respondent
formally recognized the Union. They reasoned that Respondent's
rejection of the normal "technical refusal to bargain" process and
its ill-fated foray into the superior court was based on such
unreasonable grounds that the Board could infer its sole purpose
was simply to delay the bargaining obligation. As Chairman Stoker
disagreed with the majority's reasoning, ·he would not have granted
the makewhole remedy.

an

*

*

*

This Case Summary is furnished for information only
official statement of the case, or of the ALRB.

*

*
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23 ALRB No. 8
Case No. 94-CS-l37-VI, et al.

Triple E Produce Corp.
(UFW)

ALJ Decision
The ALJ found that the e~ployer had unlawfully refused to provide
bargaining information requested by the union; engaged in
unlawful su~eillance of employees; and discriminatorily
discharged an employee for supporting the union. The ALJ
recommended dismissal of the allegation that the employer had
dealt directly wich e~ployees about wages. The ALJ declined to
award a bargaining makew·hole remedy, which was not requested in
General Counsel's complaint.
Board Decision
The Board affirmed the ALJ's finding that the employer had
unlawfully refused to provide relevant information req~ested by
the union for bargaining. The Board affirmed the ALJ's denial of
a makewhole remedy, noting that the remedy is generally reserJed
for cases involving an overall refusal to bargain or surface
bargaining which was not involved in this case. The Board issued
a cease-and-desist order and an order that the employer provide
the requested information. The Board affirmed the ALJ's finding
that the employer did not attempt to deal directly with employees
about wages.
The Board overruled the ALJ's finding of unlawful surJeillance,
since it found that two of the employer's supervisors had a
legitimate purpose in being in the vicinity of union activity
that was taking place in a public park, and that their conduct
would not have suggested to a reasonable person that the
employees' conduct was under surJeillance. The Board overruled
the ALJ's finding that the employer had unlawfully discharged one.
employee, since it concluded that the employee had not been
discharged but had simply been told that he could not continue to
work while he was intoxicated.
The Board denied the e~ployer's motion to disqualify the ALJ for
bias, finding that no bias or appearance of bias had been shown.

* * *'
This Case Summar/ is furnished for information only and is not an
official state~ent of the case, or of the ~~RB.

* * *

CASE SUMMARY
Mehl Berry Farms

Case No. 97-PM-1-SAL
23 ALRB No.9

(UFW)

Background
Mehl Berry Farms (Employer) filed a motion to deny access seeking to bar the United Farm
Workers of America, AFL-CIO (UFW) from taking access to all of the Employer's ranches for
one year. The UFW filed a response opposing the motion. The Employer alleges that, on July
25, 1997, four UFW organizers arrived at the entrance to Cluff Ranch and announced that they
were there to take access, even though no Notice of Intent to Take Access (NA) had been filed
with an ALRB regional office, as required by regulation. According to the declarations filed
with the motion, the UFW organizers responded "no impona" ("it does not matter'') and
proceeded to take access after being told that they could not take access without proof of the
necessary filing. Also included in the accompanying declarations are allegations that one of
the organizers told the workers that the Employer would fire them once they reached fifty
years of age and that they would lose their jobs if they did not sign up with the UF\~/.
Board Decision
After taking administrative norice that the NA was not filed until July 31, 1997, the Board
found the Employer's declarations (which are taken as true at this stage of the proceeding)
sufficient to establish a prima facie case that the UFW organizers showed an intentional or
reckless disregard for the Board's access regulation by taking access without regard to whether
lawful access had yet been triggered by the filing of the NA with the appropriate regional
office.
The Board declined to set for hearing the allegation that the organizers disrupted the
Employer's operations, because the declarations contained no facts supponing this allegation.
The Board also declined to set for hearing the allegations concerning threats made by the
organizers, finding that, in light of the provision of the access regulation stating that speech
itself shall not be considered disruptive conduct, threats in and of themselves, though
deplorable, do not violate the access rule. The Board explained that the election objection and
unfair labor practice processes are better suited to deal with allegations of threats and other
unprotected speech.
In addition, the Board announced that it would modify the procedures governing the filing of
motions to deny access to eliminate responses from the opposing party at the initial stage of the
proceeding. The Board explained that such responses are not allowed with regard to election
objections, on which the motion to deny access procedures are based and, in light of the fact
that the moving party's declarations must be presumed to be true for the purpose of
determining whether a hearing is warranted, responses at this stage of the proceeding are
irrelevant and simply delay resolution of the dispute.

***
This Case Summary is furnished for information only and is not an official statement of the
case, or of the ALRB.

CASE SUMMARY
23 ALRB No. 10
Case N0. 97-RC-2-VI

Gilroy Foods, Inc.
.
(United Food and Commercial
Workers, Local 1096)
Background

Following an election in which the United Food & Commercial
Workers, Local 1096, AFL-CIO (Union) was selected as the
exclusive representative of the agricultural employees of Gilroy
Foods, Inc. (Employer), the Employer filed eleven election
objections.
In a-ruling issued August 21, 1997, the Board's
Executive Secretary set some of the objections for hearing and
dismissed others.
The Employer requested review of the Executive Secretary's
dismissal of objections alleging that there was an improper
release of the Employer's Excelsior list, resulting in
campaigning by representatives of the United Farm Workers of
America, AFL-CIO (UFW) which confused eligible voters into
thinking that the UFW was a choice on the ballot; and that there
was inadequate notice of the election given to employees.
Board Decision
The Board affirmed the Executive Secretary's dismissal of the
objections alleging that improper campaigning by the UFW resulted
in confusion of eligible voters. The Board found that the
Executive Secretary had properly excluded from his consideration
allegations based on hearsay, and concluded that there was no
prima facie showing that the UFW had obtained the Excelsior list,
and no showing that a reasonable voter would have been confused
about the actual choices on the ballot. The Board also affirmed
the Executive Secretary's dismissal of the objection alleging
that inadequate notice was given of the election. The Board
found that the Regional Director had given adequate notice and
that the number of employees who had actually voted demonstrated
that there could not have been any "disenfranchisement" of an
outcome determinative number of eligible voters.

* * *
This Case Summary is furnished for information only and is not an
official statement of the case, or of the ALRB.

* * *

CASE SUMMARY

24 ALRB No. l
Case No. 96-CE-58-SAL

Dutra Farms
(UFW)

Administrative Law Judge Decision
The Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) found, as alleged, that Dutra
Farms had discriminatorily laid off two blackberry harvest
employees because they had engaged in protected concerted activity
by protesting the change in their rate of pay from a piece-rate to
an hourly basis without notice. He also found, however, that
Respondent had unlawfully laid off additional employees for the
purpose of concealing its true motive for the layoff of the two
named discriminatees.
Board Decision
The Agricultural Labor Relations Board (ALRB or Board) found, as
had the ALJ, that unseasonal rains had damaged the blackberry crop
to such an extent that it was reasonable for Dutra Farms to reduce
the size of the harvest crew at the time material herein. On that
basis, the Board found that there was insufficient evidence to
show that the named discriminatees, or any other empl~yees, were
laid off for reasons proscribed by the Act and, accordingly,
concluded that Respondent had not engaged in any violations of the
Agricultural Labor Relations Act.

*

*

*

This Case Summary is furnished for information only and is not an
official statement of the case, or of the ALRB.

CASE SUMMARY
Case No. 94-CE-64-VI. et al.
24 ALRB No.2

W ARMERDAi'vf PACKING CO.
(UFW)

Back~ound

On December 15, 1997, Administrative Law Judge (AU) Thomas Sobel issued a decision in
which he recommended mat the complaint in me above-referenced case be dismissed in its
entirety, for failure to establish any of me violations alleged. The United Farm Workers of
America, AFL-CIO, (UFW) timely filed exceptions to the AU's decision and W arm.erdam
Packing Company (Respondent) filed a response to the exceptions. The complaint alleged that
Respondent discriminated against Ruben Duarte and otherwise interfered with his right to
engage in protected activities by changing his job classification and duties, ordering him not to
speak Spanish to his supervisor, threatening to and reducing his overtime hours, and by laying
off and refusing to rehire him. It also was alleged that Respondent discriminatorily discharged
Jesus Ceja. In addition to denying that it committed any violation of the Agricultural Labor
Relations Act, Respondent also contended that Duarte was not an agricultural employee and,
thus, the Agricultural Labor Relations Board (ALRB or Board) has no jurisdiction to
adjudicate the allegations concerning him.
Board Decision
The Board summarily affirmed the ALJ' s recommended decision and order, though it
expressly addressed two arguments raised by the parties. The Board denied Respondent's
request that the DTYV's e..xceptions be dismissed for failure to fully comply with Regulation
20282 (Cal. Code Regs., tit. 8, § 20282, subd. (a)(l)), noting that in the past it has declined
to dismiss exceptions where, as here, compliance with the regulation is sufficient to allow the
Board to identify the exceptions and the grounds therefor and address them on their merits.
The Board rejected the T.JFW' s assertion that it was error for the ALI to decline to impute to
Respondent the knowledge of its foremen that Duarte and Ceja were leaders of the union
organizing effort. The Board agreed with the AU that imputation of knowledge was
inappropriate in this case, citing precedent holding that knowledge will not be imputed where
credited testimony indicates that the information was not passed on to higher officials in the
company who made the decision to take the adverse action complained of.

* * *
This Case Summary is furnished for information only and is not an official statement of the
case, or of the ALRB.

* * *

CASE SUMMARY
Tsukiji Farms
(UFW)

24 ALRB No. 3
Case No. 96-CE-182-SAL, et al.

ALJ Decision
The ALJ found that the employer had violated Labor Code section
~153(c) and (a) by unlawfully threatening employees concerning
their concerted activities in support of the United Farm Workers
of America, AFL-CIO (UFW) and by refusing to rehire nineteen UFW
supporters for the 1997 strawberry picking season. The ALJ
recommended that the employer be ordered to cease and desist from
its unlawful conduct, offer the discriminatees immediate and full
reinstatement, and reimburse the discriminatees for all wage
losses and other economic losses.
Board Decision
The Board affirmed the ALJ's findings of fact and conclusions of
law. However, the Board modified the ALJ's remedial order, which
it found overbroad. The Board noted that, because of the
employer's reduction in acreage, there were apparently not enough
jobs in 1997 to offer re-employment to all of the discriminatees
even if the employer had hired workers in a totally nondiscriminatory manner.
The Board therefore adopted a remedial
order requiring the employer to offer reinstatement to those of
the discriminatees who would currently be employed but for the
employer's unlawful refusal to rehire them or consider them for
rehire, and to make whole all discriminatees who had suffered
wage losses or economic losses as a result of the employer's
refusal to rehire them.
The Board stated that the issue of how
may jobs were available and when, as well as which particular
employees, in the absence of any discrimination, would have been
hired into those jobs, was a matter to be resolved in compliance
proceedings.

* * *
This Case Summary is furnished for information only and is not an
official statement of the case, or of the ALRB.
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ATTACHMENT C
ADMINISTRATIVE ORDERS
ISSUED DURING FISCAL YEARS
1996-1997 AND 1997-1998
ADMIN.
ORDER
NO.

CASE
NAME

96-7

Dole Fresh Fruit 94-CE-91-EC

7/18/96

Order Denying Interim
Appeal Of Administrative
Law Judge Ruling Denying
Motion To Amend Complaint

96-8

Triple E Produce 94-CE-137-VI

7/22/96

Order Granting Application
For Special Permission To
File Interim Appeal Of
Ruling Of The Administrative
Law Judge, And Order
Granting Appeal

96-9

Gargiulo, Inc.

96-PM-2-SAL

7/24/96

Order Requesting Copy Of
Documents Served on Labor
Organization And Union
Organizers Or Copy Of
Detailed Statement Of Facts
Served On Labor organization

96-10

Gargiulo, Inc.

96-PM-2-SAL

9/12/96

Order Granting Union
Opportunity To Respond To
Motion For Reconsideration

96-11

Gargiulo, Inc.

96-PM-2-SAL

9/25/96

Order Denying Employer's
Motion For Reconsideration

96-12

Gargiulo, Inc.

96-PM-2-SAL

11/05/96

Order Granting Request For
Special Permission To File
Interim Appeal

96-13

D'Arrigo Bros.

94-CE-43-SAL 11/27/96

Order Dismissing Motion For
Special Permission To Appeal
Ruling By Administrative Law
Judge

96-14

Oceanview Prod.

95-CE-10-EC

Order Granting Special
Permission To File Interim
Appeal And Granting Interim
Appeal

96-15

Oceanview Prod.

94-CE-13-1-EC(OX)
12/23/96

CASE
NO.

ISSUE
DATE

11/27/96

DESCRIPTION

Order Approving Formal
Settlement Agreement

ADMIN.
ORDER
NO.

CASE
NAME

CASE
NO.

ISSUE
DATE

97-1

Produce Magic

92-RC-5-SAL

1/09/97

Order Dismissing
Election Petition

97-2

Sunrise
Mushrooms, Inc.

95-CE-15-SAL

2/27/97

Order Affirming
Dismissal Of Complaint

97-3

D'Arrigo Bros.

94-CE-43-SAL

3/12/97

Order Denying Application
For Special Permission To
Appeal Ruling By Executive
Secretary

97-4

Vasquez Bros.

95-CE-55-SAL

3/26/97

Order Approving Formal
Bilateral Settlement
Agreement

97-5

Bud Antle

89-CE-36-SAL

4/03/97

Order Dismissing Case
For Lack Of Jurisdiction

97-6

UFW (Triple E
Produce)

97-7

Golden Acre
Farms, Inc.

95-CE-18-EC

5/28/97

Order Approving Formal
Settlement Agreement

97-8

Oceanview
Produce Co.

95-CE-10-EC

7/30/97

Order Making Administrative
Law Judge's Decision Final

97-9

Ray/Star Gerawan 90-RC-2-VI
Gerawan Ranches 90-RC-28-VI

7/30/97

Order Approving Formal
Settlement Agreement

97-10

Triple E Produce 94-CE-137-VI

8/18/97

Order Denying Charging
Party's Motion For
Reconsideration

97-11

Gilroy Foods,
Inc.

97-RC-2-VI

10/08/97

Ruling On Motion To
Dismiss Election
Objections

97-12

Gilroy Foods,
Inc.

97-RC-2-VI

10/10/97

Ruling On Emergency
Motion To Dismiss
Objections

97-13

Mehl Berry Farms 97-PM-1-SAL

10/15/97

Order Approving Joint
Request To Dismiss
Motion To Deny Access
And Order Ta~ing case
Off Calendar

94-CL-3-VI

4/10/97

DESCRIPTION

Order Denying Charging
Party's Motion For
Reconsideration

ADMIN.
ORDER
NO.

CASE
NAME

CASE
NO.

ISSUE
DATE

DESCRIPTION

97-13

Mehl Berry Farms 97-PM-1-SAL

10/16/97

AMENDED Order Approving
Joint Request To Dismiss
Motion To Deny Access
And Order Taking Case
Off Calendar

97-14

Dutra Farms, Inc. 96-CE=58-SAL 11/13/97

Order Granting Parties
Opportunity TO Respond
To Recommendation Of
Administrative Law Judge
That Board Reject
Settlement Agreement

97-15

Dutra Farms, Inc. 96-CE-58-SAL 12/03/97

Order Rejecting Formal
Settlement Agreement

98-1

Scheid Vineyards 98-RD-1-SAL

3/04/98

Order Granting Petitioner's
Request For Review

98-2

Scheid Vineyards 98-RD-1-SAL

3/06/98

Order Affirming RD'S
Decision To Block
Decertification Election

98-3

Scheid Vineyards 98-RD-1-SAL

3/12/98

Order Denying Petition
For Declaratory Relief

98-4

swanton Berry

6/04/98

Denial Of Request For
Investigation Of Peak

98-5

coastal Berry

98-PM-1-EC(OX) 6/04/98

Denial Of Request To
Investigate Taking Of
Access By Nonemployee
organizers In Absence
Of Filing Of Formal
Notice Of Intent To
Take Access

98-6

Robert Mondavi

98-7

Robert H. Hickam 78-CE-8-D

97-RC-1-SAL

96-CE-2-SAL

6/10/98

Order Approving Formal
Bilateral Settlement
Agreement

6/24/98

Order Approving Formal
Bilateral Settlement
Agreement

ATTACHMENT D

ANNUAL REPORT 1996-97, 1997-98
COURT LITIGATION

BUD ANTLE, INC. v. AGRICULTURAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD
U.S. District Court, Northern District of California; Ninth Circuit; U.S. Supreme Court
On December 24, 1996, the Ninth Circuit affirmed the District Court's dismissal of the
remaining portion of the suit, which sought damages and attorneys' fees against the Board for
issuing a decision on jurisdiction which later was found by the Ninth Circuit to be incorrect.
No review was sought by Antle in the U.S. Supreme Court, therefore, this litigation is
concluded.
In the earlier portion of the case, the Ninth Circuit found that Bud Antle has become a nonagricultural employer as to the cooling shed employees at issue, and the ALRB therefore was
preempted from continuing to assert jurisdiction from the date of that change of status. ALRB
jurisdiction over Antle had been unchallenged from the 1975 inception of the ALRA until
1991. The U.S. District Court had initially dismissed Antle's suit.

OLSON FARMS, INC. v. AGRICULTURAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD
California Court of Appeal, Sixth District, Case No. H012130
Olson petitioned for review of the Board's decision, based on the same preemption argument
rejected by the court in an earlier case involving the same parties. On April 7, 1997, in an
unpublished opinion, the court affirmed the Board's decision. The court found that the issue in
dispute had already been fully litigated and finally resolved in the state courts.

OLSON FARMS, INC. v. AGRICULTURAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD
U.S. District Court, Southern District of California; U.S. Court of Appeals, Ninth Circuit
Olson filed a federal court action, based on the same preemption argument rejected by the
California courts, seeking to enjoin enforcement of the Board decisions referred to above (and
affirmed by the California courts). The Board's motion to dismiss was granted by the District
Court on May 20, 1996. On January 16, 1998, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed
the District Court's decision.

GALLO VINEYARDS, INC. v. ALRB
Stanislaus County Superior Court; Court of Appeal, Fifth
District; California Supreme Court
After the superior court granted Gallo's writ of mandate seeking to invalidate a decision of the
Board certifying an election, the Board sought a writ in the Court of Appeal on the grounds
that Gallo had failed to state a claim under the narrow exception to the prohibition on direct
appeal of election decisions. On April5, 1996, the Court of Appeal issued an order to show
cause why the Board's petition should not be granted. On August 26, 1996, the Court of
Appeal issued an opinion in favor of the Board and ordered the superior court to vacate its
contrary order. On November 20, 1996, the California Supreme Court denied Gallo's petition
for review of the Court of Appeal's decision.

SUN GOLD, INC. v. ALRB
Court of Appeal, Fourth District
On January 26, 1996, Sun Gold filed a petition for review, but later agreed to comply with the
Board's order. On January 5, 1998, the court granted voluntary dismissal per stipulation of all
parties.

SCHEID VINEYARDS AND MANAGEMENT CO. v. ALRB
Court of Appeal, Sixth District
Both the Employer and the Union filed petitions for review of the Board's decision. The
Board found that the Employer had made several unlawful unilateral changes in terms and
conditions of employment and had discriminated against two employees due to their protected
activities. The Board also dismissed several other allegations. On January 29, 1996, the
Court granted the Union's request to dismiss its petition for review. On May 23, 1997, the
court issued an unpublished decision affirming the Board's decision and dismissing the
Employer's petition for review.

DOLE FRESH FRUIT CO./DOLE FARMING CO., INC. v. ALRB
Court of Appeal, Fourth District, 4 Civ. No. E018556
The United Farm Workers of America, AFL-CIO (UFW) filed a petition for review of the
Board's decision insofar as it failed to award the bargaining makewhole remedy. On October
2, 1996, the UFW filed a motion to voluntarily dismiss its petition and, on October 17, 1996,
the court granted the motion and dismissed the petition.

DOLE FARMING CO., INC. v. ALRB
Court of Appeal, Fifth District, 5 Civ. No. F026666
Dole (the employer) filed a petition for review of a Board decision in which it was found that
Dole unlawfully discharged 18 of its employees because they engaged in a concerted refusal to
work in support of their demands concerning terms and conditions of employment. On June 9,
1998, the court granted Dole's request to voluntarily dismiss the petition.

OCEANVIEW PRODUCE CO./BUD ANTLE, INC. v. ALRB
Second District Court of Appeal, Sixth District Court of Appeal, California Supreme Court.
Oceanview Produce Co. and Bud Antle, Inc., which are subsidiaries of the same parent
company, filed identical unit clarification petitions seeking to have the Oceanview bargaining
unit represented by the United Farm Workers declared part of the earlier-certified Bud Antle
unit represented by the Teamsters. The Board dismissed the petitions because they constituted
an improper and untimely challenge to the Oceanview certification. Petitions for review were
filed in both the Second (by Oceanview) and Sixth District Courts of Appeal(by both
companies). The Second District granted the Board's motion to dismiss and Oceanview filed
a petition for review in the California Supreme Court, which the Court denied on June 9,
1997. Thereafter, the petition pending in the Sixth District was dismissed at the Petitioners'
request.

UNITED FARM WORKERS OF AMERICA, AFL-CIO (NAVARRO FARMS) v. ALRB
Sixth District Court of Appeal, H016670
On April 1, 1997, the United Farm Workers of America, AFL-CIO (UFW) filed a petition for
review of a Board decision finding that UFW organizers violated the Board's access regulation
by taking access to the employer's property in order to inspect certain facilities, such as toilets
and drinking water, rather than for the primary purpose of communicating with employees.
On April10, 1997, the Board filed a motion to dismiss the petition on the grounds that the
Board's order was not a final decision in a unfair labor practice case and, therefore, was not
subject to direct review. The petition for review was denied by the court on April 17, 1998.

UNITED FARM WORKERS OF AMERICA, AFL-CIO (KUSUMOTO FARMS) v. ALRB
Sixth District Court of Appeal, H016682
On April 7, 1997, the UFW filed a petition for review of a Board decision finding that UFW
organizers violated the Board's access regulation by taking access to the employer's property
in order to inspect certain facilities, such as toilets and drinking water, rather than for the
primary purpose of communicating with employees. On April 10, 1997, the Board filed a
motion to dismiss the petition on the grounds that the Board's order was not a final decision in

a unfair labor practice case and, therefore, was not subject to direct review. The petition for
review was denied by the court on April 17, 1998.

UNITED FARM WORKERS OF AMERICA (RAMIREZ FARMS) v. ALRB
Sixth District Court of Appeal, H016684
On April 7, 1997, the UFW filed a petition for review of a Board decision finding that UFW
organizers violated the Board's access regulation by taking access to the employer's property
in order to inspect certain facilities, such as toilets and drinking water, rather than for the
primary purpose of communicating with employees. On AprillO, 1997, the Board filed a
motion to dismiss the petition on the grounds that the Board's order was not a final decision in
a unfair labor practice case and, therefore, was not subject to direct review. The petition for
review was denied by the court on April 17, 1998.

TRIPLE E PRODUCE CORP. v. ALRB
Third District Court of Appeal, C026268
On April 14, 1997, Triple E Produce Corp. filed a petition for review of a Board decision in
which the Board dismissed a complaint alleging that representatives of the United Farm ·
Workers of America, while taking post-certification access to the employer's property,
unlawfully restrained and coerced employees. The Board had found that the conduct proven
did not rise to the level of restraint or coercion with reference to the employees' rights under
the ALRA and, therefore, no unfair labor practice was established. On September 18, 1997,
the court denied the petition for review.

UNITED FARM WORKERS OF AMERICA (GARGIULO, INC.) v. ALRB
Sixth District Court of Appeal, H016882
On May 22, 1997, the UFW filed a petition for review of a Board decision in which it was
found that a UFW organizer violated the Board's access regulation by leading a large group of
demonstrators onto the employer's property. On May 30, 1997, the Board filed a motion to
dismiss on the grounds that the Board's order was not a final decision in a unfair labor practice
case and, therefore, was not subject to direct review. On July 29, 1997, the court granted the
UFW' s request for voluntary dismissal of the petition.

GALLO VINEYARDS, INC. v. ALRB
5th District Court of Appeal, F029004
On August 18, 1997, Gallo Vineyards filed a petition for review of a Board decision in which
the Board awarded the bargaining makewhole remedy after concluding that Gallo's earlier and
unsuccessful attempt to challenge the underlying election decision in Superior Court rather than
through the statutory process of a technical refusal to bargain was not reasonable but was
instead designed to delay its obligation to bargain. The matter is still pending before the court.

UNITED FARM WORKERS OF AMERICA, AFL-CIO (TRIPLE E PRODUCE) v. ALRB
3rd District Court of Appeal, C027301
On August 15, 1997, the UFW filed a petition for review of a Board decision in which it was
found that the employer committed various unfair labor practices, but that various other
allegations were not supported by the evidence. The UFW appealed the Board's dismissal of
an allegation that one particular individual was discharged for engaging in protected concerted
activity. After the UFW failed to file an opening brief by the filing deadline, the Real Party in
Interest, Triple E Produce Corporation, filed a motion to dismiss, which was granted by the
court on January 18, 1998. In the interim, the UFW filed a request to withdraw its petition.

AGRICULTURAL WORKERS COMMITTEE v. SUPERIOR COURT
6th District Court of Appeal, H018433
This matter stems from an action filed by the UFW against the Agricultural Workers
Committee, et al. (A WC), alleging both unlawful business practices and violations of the
Agricultural Labor Relations Act. The Superior Court denied the AWC's motion to dismiss,
and the AWC filed a writ in the appellate court challenging that ruling. Since the UFW' s
lawsuit includes allegations arguably within the ALRB 's exclusive jurisdiction, on May 1,
1998 ~ the Board filed a request to file an amicus brief in support of the writ.

UNITED FARM WORKERS OF AMERICA, AFL-CIO (DUTRA FARMS) v. ALRB
6th District Court of Appeals, H018583
On May 27, 1998, the UFW filed a petition for review of a Board decision in which it was
found that the record evidence was insufficient to establish that two employees who had been
active in a union organizing effort were laid off due to their protected activity. The matter is
pending before the court.

UNITED FARM WORKERS OF AMERICA, AFL-CIO (WARMERDAM PACKING CO.) v.
ALRB
5th District Court of Appeal, F030921
On May 28, 1998, the UFW filed a petition for review of a Board decision in which it was
found that the evidence was insufficient to establish that two employees who had been leaders
of a union organizing campaign were subjected to various adverse actions, including layoff and
discharge, due to their protected activities. The matter is pending before the court.

TSUKIJI FARMS v. ALRB
6th District Court of Appeals, H018662
On June 11, 1998, Tsukiji Farms filed a petition for review of a Board decision in which it was
found that the employer had unlawfully threatened employees concerning their union activities
and refused to rehire nineteen employees who had been union supporters. The matter is
pending before the court.

